Voltage scheduling is indispensable for exploiting the benefit of variable voltage processors. Though extensive research has been done in this area, current processor limitations such as transition overhead and voltage level discretization are often considered insignificant and are typically ignored. Wc show that for hard, real-time applications. disregarding such details can lead to suboptimal or even invalid results. We propose two algorithms that guarantee valid solutions. The first is a g m d y yet simple approach, while the second is more complex but significantly reduces energy consumption under certain conditions. Through experimental results an both real and randomly generated systems, we show the effectiveness ofboth algorithms, and explore what conditions make it beneficial to use the complex algorithm over the basic one.
INTRODUCTION
The demands for mobile and pervasive computing devices have made low power computing a critical technology. One of the most effective ways of reducing energy is so called Dy- perimental results, we demonstrate quantitatively that the transition overhead and discrete voltage levels can significantly increase the p w e r consumption for a voltage schedule. We also how effectively OUT proposed-algorithms can deal with these faclors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that accounts for transition overhead (both time and energy) and discrete voltage levels in the process of deriving voltage schedules for real-time applications. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the relevant background material, including system models, motivation examples, and so forth. Section 3 describes a basic algorithm to deal with transition timing overhead. Section 4 improves upon the basic algorithm in terms of energy saving and accounts for energy overhead and discrete voltage levels, in addition to the timing overhead. Section 5 presents our experimental results, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARIES
The real-time system we are interested in consists of a set ofjobs J = {JI ..Jn}, each of which is characterized with release times ri, deadlines d,, and worst case execution cycles, c,. The job set is scheduled with EDF scheme [12] . Throughout this paper, we will often make a reference to the optimal off-line scheduling algorithm (LPEDF) for an EDF priority system without transition overhead [23] . The general idea of the algorithm is to iteratively identify the critical interval. i.e., thc intcwal that requires the highest speed in order to finish the jobs within it on time, and then squeeze the critical interval into one single point. Readers can refer to [23] A seemly true but misleading assumption for the variable voltage processor is that the time transition overhead LU is proportional to the difference between the s w i n g and ending transition voltage. In several variable voltage systems the Phase-Locked Loop used to set the clock frequency requires a fixed amount of time to lock on a new frequency. This lock time is independent of the source and target frequencies, and is typically larger than the time it takes for the voltage to change [I, 191. It is also possible that the maximum voltage change rate is asymmetric for rising and falling voltages [19] . A more reasonable assumption is therefore to assume that the transition time overhead as a constant At, as we use in this paper. Another common assumption is that instructions can be executed during a valtagelspeed transition. As pointed out by Burd and Broderson [2] . designing a processor that can execute instructions during transitions can be quite difficult. In fact, for this reason, actual processodsystems, e.g., AMD's . often do not allow instructions to be executed during a transition. Simply ignoring this implementation detail can have a significant negative impact on resulting system performance, as we will show later. Hence, in this paper, we assume that no instructions can be executed during a transition inter-
To see the possible impacts of ignoring the transition ouerhead, let us look at a simple example. Consider the task set in Figure I (a), which contains three jobs (where A represents a job release time and v a job deadline). The optimal voltage schedule by LPEDF, assuming both At and AE are zero, is given in Figure I (b). Suppose the same set of jobs is to be scheduled on a variable voltage processor with AI = I. One approach could be to simply insert a transition interval an bath sides of T I , the interval with the largest speed, and then adjust the speeds of T I and T3 accordingly, as shown in Figure 2 .
There are several problems with the schedule in Figure 2 . First, S3's speed has surpassed the normalized maximum of I, so the required speed is unachievable. Second. J, will miss its deadline even if the speed of 1.5 is passible. Note that the schedule in Figure I impossible since Jj is not released until 5. Given that T2 is completed utilized by J?, J3 can only be executed from I = I I to 12, which requires the speed in T 3 be increased to 2! Obviously, the problem of accounting for transition overhead is not just a simple process of locally adjusting the optimal solution by LPEDF. Care must be taken during the voltage scheduling process to ensure that the generated schedules are valid. In the following, we will propose our approaches to salve this problem. To simplify our discussion, we will first assume that AE is negligible and processor can vary continuously. We will remove these assumptions later.
A BASIC ALGORITHM
To integrate the voltage transition timing overhead into LPEl a reasonable way is to extend the critical interval to accommodate the timing overhead and adjust its speed and the neighboring jobs accordingly such that the effect of fining the critical interval can be propagated 10 the constmction of future critical intervals. We propose the modification to LPEDF as follows: Instead of compressing just the critical interval, T = [l,,t/], down to a single time point, we compress the interval [I, -N,I,+ NI and adjust the job sets accordingly. Applying this modified algorithm to the system in Figure 1 (a) , we obtain a new voltage schedule shown in Figure 3 .
Readers would immediately point out that the schedule in Figure 3 is still not valid since the required voltage is higher than the maximum available. Of course, such voltage overshoots must be eliminated. In general, our simple modification of LPEDF may lead lo voltage schedules in which the voltage of a critical interval is higher than the voltage of another critical interval obtained in an earlier iteration. We will refer to this problem as monotonicity violation. Monotonicity violation occurs when less time is available to execute the instmctions in jobs that overlap a transition interval. To guarantee that all the volhge speeds are less than the maximal one and given that energy consumption increases faster far higher voltage levels, it is desirable to have monotonically non-increasing voltage levels for the subsequently identified critical intervals. To handle the above problem, we have observed that any critical interval that violates the monotonically non-increasing property must be adjacent to the critical interval identified in the immediately an algorithm which will always produce a voltage schedule with monotonically non-increasing voltage levels. Furthermore, there is one additional complication with the simple modification introduced at the beginning of this section. Note that the transition interval is on the order of hundreds of microseconds, i.e., thousands of cycles. It is possible the executions of some jobs fall completely inside a transition interval. Moreover, some jobs may have their release times fall in the lefl transition, andlor their deadlines fall in the right transition. Thesejobs are not correctly taken care ofduring the critical interval constmction simply because they are not totally contained in interval ['.,if]. We will refer to this problem as execution violation since the schedule will fail to execute such jobs. Possible arrangements that cause execution violations are illustrated in Figure 4 . To solve these problems, we propose a more delicate algorithm as shown in Algorithm I. Squeeze T, into a single time point and adjust the rest ofjobs correspondingly;
The general idea of Algorithm 1 is: if monotonicity is encountered, the previous critical interval is extended to include all jobs in the current interval, and the resultvlt interval may need to be extended huther to cover all the jobs that would othenvise cause execution violation. Since "squeezing" a critical interval will change the timing parameters of the jobs, which an needed if this critical interval is to be extended for the following one, we use the variable Jhcbp to backup and restore the job information when necessary. It is worth mentioning that if an end point of acritical interval is the same time point into which some previous critical interval has been squeezed, it would be unnecessary to add another transition interval at that end since the voltage transition overhead has been accounted for by the previous critical interval. In the worst case, the entire schedule will run at the speed of the largest critical interval, which we know will meet all deadlines. The problem when using Algorithm 1 is that unnecessary energy may be wasted. Also, hansition energy overhead and discrete voltage level considerations are not yet considered.
AN IMPROVED ALGORITHM
In this section, we improve the energy efficiency of Algorithm l and incorporate transition energy overhead and discrete voltage levels into considerations.
Since energy consumption increases faster at a higher voltage levels, it is desirable that the length of the critical intervals be kept as short as possible, especially during the early execution stage of Algorithm 1. Unfortunately, Algorithm I takes a rather greed approach to identify the valid critical interval by simply extending to the earliest release time or the latest deadline (see line I4 to 17) of the jobs. More energy savings can be achieved if we can find a smaller time interval needed to complete the jobs under the given spedvoltage. We forinalize the problem as follows.
Unnecessaryenergymaybewastedwhenusing Algorithm 1. PROBLEM 1. Givenasetofjobs, J. ondapredefmedvolragdspeed, s' ( s ' is higher than the highesr speed needed to complete the jobs), find rhe shorresr interval in which all the jobs can be completed by rheir deadlines.
The key to solving Problem 1 is to realize that we really only have one degree of freedom in the problem; how long we can delay the start of the interval, i.e., delay the use of higher speed. Of come, by delaying the interval we run the risk of missing job deadlines. To prevent any deadlines from being missed, we next introduce the concept of the lotesl starr lime for a job set and an important lemma on how to compute it. So far, we have ignored transition energy overhead in our voltage scheduling algorithms. One way to account for transition energy is to include a post-processing step. For example, given the length and speed of current interval, the energy transition overhead, and the expected speeds for both of its neighboring intervals, we can determine if the voltage transitions for current interval will indeed lead to energy saving, or we simply should merge it to one of its neighboring intervals. However, before we use the past-processing scheme, we can be more aggressive and take care of the transition energy overhead during the construction of critical intervals, thus allowing the effect to be propagated to the rest of the critical intervals. Our idea is that, when a new critical interval is identified, whether this critical interval should be kept depends on whether the energy consumption by adopting its speed is smaller than that by simply merging it to one of its neighboring critical intervals. The problem, however, is how to precisely evaluate the resultant energy saving in each of the cases.
Given a critical interval 1; = [t.,rf]. its neighboring critical interval Tj = [r:,t;] can be in any one of the following forms: (I>:; = r,, (tors = t i , and (iirJt, < ti,r; < t f . If there exists one or more neighboring critical intervals for Z. given the monotonicity property of the critical intervals, we know that the speed of Ti is always lower than its neighboring critical intervals already identified. One way to merge the interval to one of its neighbors is to extend its neighboring interval to cover this interval. Recall that Lemma 1 can help us find the minimal-length interval when a speed higher than necessay is applied for the jobs in the interval. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 1 find the minimal-length interval and hence the minimal energy consumption for executing thejobs in the merged interval. This information can greatly help to prevent the unnecessary voltage hansitions and reduce the corresponding energy overhead.
Finally, since current commercial variable voltage processors [I, 7, 51 only have a finite numbcr of voltage levels, this factor must be intepted into voltage scheduling algorithms to provide a practical, valid, and energy efficient voltage schedule. One way to deal with discrete voltage levels is to round up the required voltage to some allowed levels. In [SI, the authors proved that the hvo allowed levels immediately above and below the desired voltage value can be used for this purpose. However, the theorem is only m e if the combination of the WO allowed voltages can lead to an execution time interval that is the same as the original execution time interval and contains no idle time [24] , which may or may not be the case. When consideringjobs with both release times and deadlines, to guarantee the validity ofthe schedule, one can always use another post-processing strategy for the resultant voltage schedule, i.e., rounding up the required voltage to the next higher level. Unfortunately, this can be extremely pessimistic and energy inefficient, especially for many commercial processors with only a few voltage levels available [I] .
We believe that, instead of simply rounding up the voltage for the final voltage schedule, it is more efficient to incorporate the discrete voltage level effects into the conshvction of critical intervals and let its effect be propagated to the construction of future critical intervals. Therefore, after a critical interval is identified in Algorithm I , its speed is increased to the immediately higher available voltage level. Again, we can use Lemma I to find the minimal necessary interval with the given voltage. Note that, while this method would work, it can introduce a significant amount of unused idle time within the critical interval. A better method to better utilize these idle times is to relax the requirement that all jobs originally found in the critical interval must run at the higher speed. Therefore, we keep only one of these busy intervals for the final voltage schedule with the expectation that the rest of thejobs may benefit from the higher-thawnecessary speed assignment for this interval and can be executed at a lower voltage level. Now the problem becomes how to select the busy interval to be kept. A good choice would directly lead to low computation cost and higher energy efficiency. There are a number of heuristics such as always selecting (a) the first, (b) the last, (c) the shortest, or (d) the longest busy interval. Though each of these approaches has its intuitive advantages, none of them can really dominate another in our experiments due to the diversity ofthe patterns ofjobs' arrival times. deadlines, and execution cycles. For our results in Section 5 , we always choose the first busy interval because it is the most computationally convenient.
By combining the above techniques with Algorithm I , a valid voltage schedule with superior energy savings can be achieved while accounting for practical limitations of real-world variable-voltage processors, such as transition energy overhead and discrete voltage levels. Due to the page limit, we omit the pseudo code for this algorithm. Reader can refer to 1151 formore details.
EXPERIMENTAL. RESULTS
In this section, we quantify the energy consumption due to the transition overhead and discrete voltage levels and evaluate the energy saving performance of our proposed algorithms with both the randomly generated job sets and real-world examples.
We first constructed and tested 100 randomly generated sets of 20 jobs each with our algorithms. The jabs are assumed to have worst-case execution time and release time uniformly distributed between [0,800] and [O,lOOO], respectively. The relative deadlines of the jobs are normally distributed with an average of 810 and a standard deviation of 280. For each job set, we applied both Algorithm I and the improved algorithm (Section 4) with the overhead ranging from 0% (no overhead) to 100% of the average deadline of the jobs. A continuous voltage range between [0, i ] was used first to generate the comparison base. This process was repeated for a processor with 5 discrete levels (6 including idle) as with the AMD processor [I] , and a processor with 14 discrete levels (IS including idle) as with the SA-I100 system [19] . Since we are still in the process of finding exact energy overhead for realworld processors, our current experiments do not include energy overhead.
The results were then normalized against the optimal voltage schedule without any overhead consideration (using LPEDF). The results are displayed in Figure 5 . We also apply our algorithms to hvo real-world examples, i.e., CNC [16] and Avionics [13]. Our algorithms are tested with the transition timing overhead ranging from 5p to Ims for CNC job sets, and IF to 1 .5ms for Avionics job sets. The results are shown in Figure 6 and 7, respectively.
From Figure 5 , 6 , and 7, one can immediately notice that the transition overhead (both timing and energy) and discrete voltage levels can cause dramatic increase of energy cansump tion to the voltage schedule. And, as we expected, the energy consumption grows rapidly with the longer transition overhead and fewer available voltage levels. For example, from Figure 5 , a processor model with 5 voltage levels and timing overhead as 5% of the average deadline will increase the total energy consumption by 24% compared with the ideal processor model. Therefore, a valid and energy efficient voltage schedule scheme must take all these factors into consideration. Also, it is not difficult to see that our improved algorithm (Section 4) has a significantly bener performance than the basic one, I.e. Algorithm 1. For example, in Figure 5 , for the processor with 5 available voltage levels, our improyed algorithm can save nearly 50% of the energy compared with Algorithm 1 when the transition timing overhead is around 50% of the job dead- 
SUMMARY
In this paper, we studied the impact ofpractical limitations of current processors on voltage schedules. We have shown through examples and analysis that limitations such as transition overhead or discrete voltage levels can cause a theoretically optimal schedule to become invalid if not correctly accounted for during the scheduling profess. Accounting for such limitations is not a hivial matter, as trying to make adjustments to the optimal schedule by insetting overhead between voltage intervals will likely cause jobs to miss their deadlines. We have presented two algorithms, which are guaranteed to yield a valid voltage schedule given an initially schedulable job set. The base algorithm offers a simple implementation, while the improved one can give significant enorgy savings over the base algorithm. Currently the optimality of our algorithms is not g u mteed, so filther algorithm development may improve results even more. Also, for the scheduling process to give a practical voltage schedule for an even wider range of systems, other implementation details will need to be accounted for, including support for different transition models and other prioritization schemes, such as fixed priority scheduling. Future work must account for these limitations.
